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In first phases of project, the engineers need to evaluate risks. Discreet
topology techniques are not availables for three reasons :

I time computation is too long in this phase;

I new technologies or complex ones cannot be implemented in
numerical schematics of 3D codes;

I discreet topologies are virtual experiments and so, cannot allow to
make EMC prediction.

That’s the reason why I submit an analytical, general and powerful
method. It gives engineers robust answers to make EMC architecture
choices and to argue them rigorously.
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From reality to cellular topology

Principle
This problem is the same to define mesh components. A cellular topology
is a set of abstract objects associated with real and geometrical ones.
Electronicians are used to identify components with an edge on an
electronic schematic. In 3D meshes, we identify a part of material with
an edge. In this case, the identification is quite clear: it consists in
discretizing the geometry through basic forms as squares, triangles, etc.
In our case, the approach is different. The objective is to create a
relation between a flux in an edge and the exchange of this flux inside a
graph. By the fact, there is no link between the object geometry and the
edge cellular topology. We do an experience to project some object into
this cellular representation. Let’s take an example.



From reality to cellular topology
Object characterization

In this experience, we apply such a
constraint (electromotive force p) on a given object, and we measure the
current f going through the same object. The function giving the
relation between the current f and the source p is an impedance operator
Z with: p = Z (f ). Such an object with known impedance operator Z ()
is called a primitive object. Note that the law Z () can be parametrized
depending on temperature, pressure, etc. In this introduction we will still
in the context where Z () are only first order Laplace’s functions.



From reality to cellular topology
Notion of primitive object

We are used in electronic to make systems with resistors, capacitors,
inductors. Each of these components are primitive objects under the
Kron’s formalism. They have been characterized from far and we know
their basic laws: U = R.I , U = LpI and U = (Cp)−1 I .

System
A system S is made with a set of these basic structures Zk() (with
transistors, etc.). This mathematically is expressed by:

S = ⊕kZk()

The symbol ⊕ means to make the various impedance matrix linked with
Zk() in diagonal of a super matrix. Note that a primitive object
characterization is something near of a Thevenin’s theorem extends to
multiphysics approach.



First simple example : a resistance circuit
Set of primitive objects (PO)

We begin with a simple system made of two PO: a
generator and a resistor. The set is composed of these two PO separate.
Following our previous result, we define this set S similar to the system S
by:

S = {(e, R1) , R2}

This is not yet really a system. We will give a definition later. First
element of S is a couple of values, the first is the internal source
amplitude of the generator, the second is its internal impedance operator.
The second element is simply a resistor impedance operator. These
operators are linear at real, i.e. R(i) = R.i .



Some basic structures : a resistance circuit
First little system

To construct the system
we need to make things with our set of PO. In general some of S
elements will be soldered, others coupled, etc. So it means that some
transformation will be applied to S . Here we want to create the circuit
presented figure 2.

Figure: Figure 3

Both PO R1 and R2 was soldered and now a single current Q1 go
through the two resistors coming from the source e. How can I go from
the definition of S to this physical description?



Some Basic Structures: a resistance circuit

Connectivity
The idea is the following: from the R1 point of view, R1 is crossed by an
edge current f1. The same for R2 crossed by an edge current f2. Now if I
say that both currents f1 and f2 belongs to the same mesh current Q1,
it’s a way to say that I’ve mathematically soldered R1 with R2 (usually, I
do the same thing with the real components!).

Connectivity construction
In a tab, I write the relations between the edge currents fk that belong to
the PO and the mesh current Q1 of the system I want to define. I find:

Mesh current Q1

edge current
f1 1
f2 2

Table: Relations between edge and mesh currents



Some Basic Structures: a resistance circuit

Connectivity matrix
From the previous table, I can extract what is called the ”connectivity
matrix” C (note that for the moment it’s a rectangular one, not a square
one):

C =

[
1
1

]
(1)

Mesh space
I start from the impedance matrix extract from the set S :

⊕iZi =

[
R1 0
0 R2

]
(2)

We apply to Z a transformation named a connection making CTZC:

[
1 1

] [ R1 0
0 R2

] [
1
1

]
= R1 + R2 (3)

Try to do it!



Some Basic Structures: a resistance circuit
What becomes the source?

The source vector extracted from S is: e =
[
e 0

]
.

This vector described under the egdes definition, must be translated too
in the mesh description. To do that we make: eC = [e].

To solve the system unkown
To compute the Q1 values depending on time or frequency we have to
solve:

[eC]T = CT (⊕kZk) CQ (4)

In this simple case, the calculation can be made by hand. But in major
cases, it requires computer capacities.

Python
To compute the circuits we are going to study, we will use python.
Python is a free and powerfull language for sciences.



Just a little on Python

Python

Figure: 4 from https://www.python.org/

Python
is an easy to use language for science. Packages Numpy, Scipy and Pylab
must be installed both with Python 2.7x. Distributions exist like
Anakonda, including all the required packages for sciences (see
https://www.python.org/ and http://docs.continuum.io/anaconda/).



Computing the R1, R2 circuit 1/2

Spyder
In anaconda distribution, once installed, you can run ”Spyder” which is a
powerfull python IDE for science: figure 5.

Figure: 5: spyder window



Computing the R1, R2 circuit 2/2



Computing the R1, R2 circuit suite

Adding an electromagnetic interaction
Previous result shows a constant curve, which is not very interesting. But
it gives all the basic notions to know how to do more complex case. First
one is an inductive interaction between the two edges R1 and R2. There
are two ways to do that:

1. adding interaction before to link the two edges;

2. adding this interaction in the mesh description.

Interaction between edges
Imagine our set of PO is: {(e,R1) , R2}. Making same operations as
previously we obtain:

⊕kZk =

[
R1 0
0 R2

]
(5)



Computing the R1, R2 circuit suite

Interaction between edges
But we can now add any interaction between the two edges, for example

α =

[
0 α12p

α21p 0

]
p is the Laplace’s operator, −α is the operator of the interaction. This
leads to:

⊕kZk − α =

[
R1 −α12p
−α21p R2

]
(6)

And making g = CT (⊕kZk − α) C we obtain:

g = R1 + R2 − (α12 + α21) p (7)



Computing the R1, R2 circuit suite

Adding interaction a mesh component
Noting: (α12 + α21) = β, we compute CT (⊕kZk) C which gives R1 + R2

and we add the interaction to the mesh impedance operator −βp. The
result is

g = R1 + R2 − βp

which is perfectly equal to the previous result, because:

CT (⊕kZk − α) C = CT (⊕kZk) C − CT (α) C = CT (⊕kZk) C − βp (8)

The existence of a mesh description (mesh ”space”)
It allows to declare component that belong exclusively to this space. This is a

particular property of the Kron’s method. It is not available in classical

approach, like the nodal one of SPICE. It’s very interesting because,

inductances and other impedance operator exist rigorously through rotational

definition. It’s impossible to associate them exactly to edges. But they can be

associated with closed circulations of currents, i.e. mesh currents. That’s the

case for inductances.



Another simple example
Now we start from a set of four PO: S = {R1, L1p, R2, L2p}. We want
to compute the topology presented figure 7.

Figure: 7 New graph

At the beginning, four components are available. First step is to group
the components as they are, i.e . to make two meshes. We obtain the
connectivity:

C =


1 0
1 0
0 1
0 1

 (9)



Another simple example

The edge to mesh transformation gives (note that to obtain ⊕kZk from
S {Zk} with a computer, you just have to make diag(S)):

Z =

[
R1 + L1p 0

0 R2 + L2p

]
(10)

It stills now to add the interactions R12 and R21. Before to make this
operation, we can wonder how many meshes we need? A very important
topological relation says that the number of meshes (M) depending on
the number of edges (B), nodes (N) and networks (R) is given by:

M = B − N + R (11)

It’s the Poincaré’s relation for the graphs. In this relation, interactions
carried by chords (like radiation, reluctances, etc.) are not taken into
account. Here B = 4, N = 4, R = 2⇒ M = 2.



Chords

In our example, dashed lines represent electromagnetic interactions
between the two networks. Basic and always true definition of a chord is:

A chord Z(km) translates the creation
of an electromotive force e(k) on an
edge or a mesh coming from a current
f(m) on another edge or mesh.

z(km) =
e(k)

f(m)
(12)

In the more general meaning, the interaction can even concerns an edge
on itself or a mesh on itself. This new graph component allows to
describe complex interactions as we will see on next slides. Chords are
the modified part I’ve add to the Kron’s method for EMC.



Back to last example

We now add the interaction between both meshes through a new
impedance operator matrix directly defined in the mesh description, as it
concerns interactions defined on meshes (the chord doesn’t point out any
edge but targets the mesh centers):

µ =

[
0 R12

R21 0

]
(13)

The equation of the coupled system is so:

T =
(
CTZC + µ

)
Q (14)

It stills to define T and µ. But just before to conclude on this example,
we can already make some theoretical analysis of this little system, to
show that the tensorial analysis of networks (TAN) allows easily to go
farther than other methods.



TAN: analysis
Interaction matrix

EMC system management
To manage a system in EMC, it’s classic to use what is called an
”interaction matrix”. In such a matrix, every function used in the system
is reported in a tab as column or row title. After what the EMC engineer
looks to any intersection between each function in order to detect some
possible EMC risk. A notion of ”distance” can be created to help
detecting these risks. This distance is an image of the distance in volt
between the average amplitude of an emitter and the average threshold
of a receiver. The higher the distance, the higher the risk when the level
of emission is up to the level of reception. For the other case, the higher
the distance, the higher the margin. This distance is in relation with
some disturbance probability in a system safety modelling.



Interaction matrix and probability

Figure: 8 margin and risk

In the interaction matrix, some convention can be used. For example, red
for risk, green for no risk and orange to be verified.



µ and the IM

The distances are linked with µ components. If one component creates
an electromotive force (emf) higher than the self energy of one target,
there is a risk. If the emf is lower than the electronic threshold, we have a
margin. If we consider the next jacobian (or impedance operator matrix):

Z =

[
A 0

RBA B

]
(15)

If the sources are E =
[
E0 0

]
, no source gives energy to the second

member B. Second equation coming from this jacobian is:
−RBAfA = BfB . If we compute:

∂fB
∂RBA

= − fA
B

(16)

which means that fB variation depending on the coupling RBA is directly
linked with fA amplitude.



µ and the IM

As RAB = 0, fA is completely determined through E0 and A. In this
singular case, it’s clear that the higher RBA, the higher fB . So, for
coupling function, the risk will be associated with their increasing in
amplitude.

µ

The impedance matrix µ is a mathematical image of the interaction
matrix.

This relation is very important. It is clear that the objective of an EMC
engineer is to make µ as lower as possible. Adding filters, shields, etc.,
transforms some interactions in lower ones, i.e. makes components of µ
lower.



Come back to the previous example

Figure: 7 New graph

As said befor, computing µ means to compute ek/fm. For a transformer,
we can use reluctances. Having N turns on a primary circuit, we create a
magnetomotive force (mmf) F = Nf1. This mmf creates a magnetic flux
φ through a reluctance R: Rφ = F . In a secondary circuit, the time
variation of this flux creates an emf: φ̇ = e2, and the ratio between e2

and f1 is the interaction R21.



Transformer computing

The reluctance has for definition:

R =
1

µrµ0

( x
Ω

)
(17)

x being the curvilinear length of the reluctance and Ω its section.
Replacing in the previous relations gives (under the assumption that both
N and R are constant):

R21 = R12 =
e2

f1
= −DN

R
p (18)

D is here the number of turns in the secondary circuit. To program this
system we just have to define the various inputs involved in the
transformer. We will see that after many hypothesis can be tested, very
easily, more than you have ever imagined perhaps! Let’s go under Spyder!



Transformer programming

first part second part

Exercise: explain the program and
make it running.
Try changing µr by a more
complex law (Is that seems
difficult?):

µr = µr

(
1 +

f

f0

)−1



Mathematical basis

We have seen the Kron’s formalism allows to analyse systems farther
than the unique solving scale. It gives in fact a method to establish the
system equations, nothing less, but nothing more. The solving work
comes after and can use various others numerical methods, independently
from the Kron’s formalism.
Gabriel KRON has noticed that direct or nodal methods does not give
simple techniques to manage complex systems, i.e. at this time, systems
including many and cross talked interactions. We have demonstrated
under modern differential geometry approach that meshes and node pairs
spaces are the most adequate to describe these systems. Here we will
just evoke some important aspect of Kron’s formalism and MKME. The
purpose is to acquire minimum knowledge to make abstract studies on
systems.



Mathematical basis

Notation
To simplify equation writing, we use the convention saying that every
time an index appears twice, it means that we have to realize the
summation on this index. In other words this is:∑

k

zmk ik → zmk ik (19)

The domain covered by the index is implicitly linked with the space
dimensions.

Kirchhoff’s laws



Kirchhoff’s edge

Previous circuit represents the Kirchhoff’s edge. This structure, very
general, includes both voltage and current source. Many edges can be
used to cover all an electronic circuit. Consider a graph made of two of
these edges, connected. In direct method we may write Kirchhoff’s
meshes and nodes laws. Meshes law says (if Uk are all the voltages
across the edges) that:

U1 + U2 = 0 (20)

Nodes law says that:
f1 = f2 (21)

In first equation we can by replacement obtain:

−e1 + z1f1 − e2 + z2f2 = 0 (22)

The two current being equal from the second law (say f ), we have:

e1 + e2 = (z1 + z2) f (23)



Other direct cases

Consider next case of circuit made of three edges.

We can write the relations between the input
currents and the output ones. Then to write the mesh Kirchhoff’s law
under the form where emf and impedance appears. For the previous
circuit we can write:  i1 = i2 + i3

−e1 + Z1i1 + Z2i2 = 0
−Z2i2 + Z3i3 = 0

(24)



Direct method analysis

The system obtained has three unknowns and three equations. But its
solution through e = ηi is not homogeneous in dimensions:

η =

 1 −1 −1
Z1 Z2 0
0 −Z2 Z3

 (25)

If we look now to the next circuit with a chord:



Direct method analysis

Using same Kirchhoff’s laws we obtain the set of equations:
i1 = i2
i3 = i4
−e1 + Z1i1 + Z2i2 + Z23i3 = 0
−Z32i2 + Z3i3 + Z4i4 = 0

(26)

Writing f = i1 and g = i3 this can be reduced to:{
e1 = (Z1 + Z2) f + Z23g
0 = −Z32f + (Z3 + Z4) g

(27)

hmm! This seems to be very similar to some mesh description, isn’t it? Is
there any interest to use the direct Kirchhoff’s laws in this case?



Direct method analysis

If we want to add a current source, how can we
proceed? We can write the relation including
the known current source i0: i1 + i0 = i2. But
what is the distribution of the current source
on the two linked edges?
Starting from the Millmann’s relation we can
write:

e1y1 + i0
y1 + y2

= U (28)

saying: e1y1 + i0 = U (y1 + y2) where e1 and i0
are inputs, this suggests that the solution can
be obtained through the potential difference
unknown: U.
That’s the purpose of the nodal method.



Nodal method

Between the potentials on the nodes ψn and the potential difference Uk

across an edge we have: Uk = A n
k ψn. In this relation A n

k is a matrix
giving the relations between the nodes and the edges. It’s called the
incidence matrix. Classically, currents going into a node are affected of a
(+1) coefficient between edge and node. A current leaving a node is
affected of a (-1) coefficient in the relation between the edge and the

node. For example for next figure we have:

node 1 2
edge
1 -1 1
2 1 -1
3 1 -1

The incidence matrix plays the same role for
the nodal method than the connectivity for the
Kron’s method.



Nodal method

In the Kirchhoff’s edge we can replace Uk by vk − ek , vk being the
potential difference across the impedance. If gk is the current source, ik
being the current in the edge, we can write: A k

n ik = −A k
n gk . But

Ykmvm = ik and: A k
n Ykmvm = −A k

n gk .
As vk = A n

k ψn + ek ⇒ A k
n YkmA

m
qψq + A k

n Ykqeq = −A k
n gk .

Finally, with γnq = A k
n YkmA

m
q:

ψq = − (γnq)−1 A k
n Ykqeq − (γnq)−1 A k

n gk (29)

Nodal equation
Last equations gives the nodes potential values. That’s the classical
equation used in SPICE like software. In this equation, γnq is the
admittance matrix in the node space. Now we not only use the edge, but
the nodes too. If you apply this equation to any circuit, you will find that
the system obtained is under dimensioned. It is necessary to solve it to
fix one node potential. That’s the reason why a node must be declared
as ground one in the nodal methods.



Mathematical basis

We come back to the Kirchhoff’s equation: ek = zkmfm + Uk . In the
Kron’s method we have this time a relation between the edge currents
and the mesh ones: f m = Cm

αQα. By replacement in the previous
equation we obtain: ek = zkmC

m
αQα + Uk . Now we can multiply both

members by C k
β which gives:

C k
β ek = C k

β zkmC
m
αQα + C k

β Uk

But C k
β Uk = 0 because it is the summation of the potentials on a mesh.

Finally with zβα = C k
β zkmC

m
α:

eβ = zβαQα (30)

That’s the Kron’s equation we will often use to solve any graph
(remember a graph is a set of networks, meshes, edges, nodes). Before to
leave this mathematical parenthesis, we can answer a last question: how
to add current source in this formalism?



Spanning tree and complete space
A spanning tree sT is a succession of edges that allows to pass through
all the nodes of a network without going back. Figure 16 shows in red
the edge that can be taken as spanning tree for this network.

Figure: 16

We choose edge 1 as spanning tree. Starting from node 1, we reach node
2 through edge 1 and we look if it exists an edge to go back to node 1,
coming from node 2. One edge allows to do that: edge 2.



Spanning tree and complete space
By the fact, edges 1 and 2 can belong to the same first mesh.
We continue until there is no way to come back to the start. We find
here edge 3, making a mesh with edges 1 and 3. If the graph was larger,
we start after from node 2 to reach node 3, and look to edges coming
back to nodes 1 or 2, etc. For our case we obtain next connectivity:

C =

 1 1
1 0
0 1

 (31)

The connectivity obtained from the spanning tree method is always
strictly positive. We can associate a current source with each edge of the
spanning tree (this is my proposal, other techniques are available). Q1

and Q2 are the mesh currents and J one current source associated with
edge 1 (1 ∈ sT ). J is a source with input on node 1 and output on node
2. We can complete the connectivity adding the source J. It becomes:

C =

 1 1 1
1 0 0
0 1 0

 (32)



Kron’s formalism in the complete space

If the impedance matrix is:

Z =

 a 0 0
0 b 0
0 0 c


CTZC gives:  e1

e2

V

 =

 a + b a a
a a + c a
a a a

 Q1

Q2

J


Solving two first rows gives mesh currents depending on emf e(k) and
source J. Here a source is created by J through −aJ.
Last row gives the V value, where V is the potential across the current
source. Note that the current source J can be taken into account as a
special mesh we have called ”virtual one”. We see here that adding
current source is very easy. It is equivalent in fact to add known mesh
currents.



The moment space

A closed circulation Cx of current creates a normalized magnetic moment:

Mx =

∮
Cx

dx (Cx)

We know the field emitted and received by such a moment. The
interaction between two loops is given by the Neumann’s relation:

M12 =
µ

4π

∮
C1

∮
C2

dx1 (C1) · dx2 (C2)

R12
e−τ12p =

µ

4π
G12 (Mx1 ·Mx2 ) (33)

with τ12 = R12/c and G12 the Green’s function. There are other ways to
define the moment space. It’s a space buried in the mesh one. We won’t
detailed this possibility in this course, just to indicate that it gives an
added possibility and space to the Kron’s ones1 .

1O.Maurice ”la CEM des systèmes complexes”



Various examples
Filters

First order filters in ”T” has always the next topology (obtained from two
networks coupled and not from some spanning tree applied on the three
edges network):

First edge can include not only the generator self impedance, but also the
first edge impedance of the filter in serie. Same for the third edge that
can include both an impedance of the filter and the load.
Its jacobian has this matrix:

Z =

[
R0 + s1(p) + f (p) −f (p)

−f (p) f (p) + s2(p) + RL

]
Filter is of characteristics {s1(p), f (p), s2(p)}. For example for a low pass
second order filter, s1(p) = Lp, f (p) = 1/(Cp), s2(p) = Lp.



Various examples
Let’s programming first filter



Various examples

Now we wonder if the power transmitted to the resistances is not too
high? This power is given by:

P =
1

4
{Rii∗ + Ri∗i}

If we add a chord coming from mesh 2, we retrieve Q2 values. So, if we
create a new mesh with a chord of value 1 from mesh 2, the emf reported
on this mesh is Q2. Giving to this mesh an impedance R−1

L , its current
will be Q3 = RLQ2.
Taking

(Q3Q
∗
3 )

(4RL)

gives P. Let’s do it!



Various examples
Thermal computations topology

The topology followed adding two meshes to compute the thermal effects
is:

Result gives less than 1,3 mW
dissipated in RL. As the chords
are not symetric, this added
computation doesn’t impact the
previous one.



Various examples
high order filters

Take a look to the next graph including 4 levels of filters:

It’s quite easy to program this case directly in the mesh space. Each
mesh has an self impedance operator being the summation of all the
impedance operators of its edges: Z (mesh m) =

∑
k Zk , k ∈ m.

between each mesh, the coupling impedance is minus the impedance of
the shared edge between the meshes. For example if meshes 1 and 2
share impedance Zf , the coupling between these two meshes is:
Z12 = Z21 = −Zf .



Various examples
high order filters

If Zk of serie edge k is Lp and if Zm for parallel edge m is 1/(Cp) we
obtain:



Various examples
Commutators

Like many PO, commutators whatever their technology can be modelled
froma macroscopic point of view. Here we accept that they are switches
controled by some signals, and having some electrical properties. So,
basically, a commutator is a controled impedance operator that depends
on voltages or currents applied.
Classicaly this can be managed using conditions in programs: if V < u
then R high. Else, R low etc.
This kind of technique can be difficult to control because of the limit
conditions that can create oscillations and unstable behaviors. Rather
than these models, we have developed a generic and very efficient method
that requires more work in a first phase, but gives powerful modeling in a
second phase. It’s based on domain functions parametrized by inputs.



Various examples
Commutators

Consider next figure. It shows some characteristic of a commutator. It is
defined on four values of voltages and two for the current.

We see that this characteristic can be separated in domains, each domain
being a rectangular zone where the V (i) doesn’t change. So the global
impedance operator of the component can be written:

Z =
∑
[n]

∏
{q}

q

D[n] (34)



Various examples
Commutators

Each domain mathematically is an interval. For example domain 1 on the
figure, is the intersection of interval [0, i1] for the current and [0,V1] for
V .

So the domain D1 can be described as the

product of the two intervals
i
D[0,i1]

v
D[0,V1]. In

this zone, the impedance of the commutator is
a resistance. So we can write:

Z =
i
D[0,i1]

v
D[0,V1]R. We can after add the

various impedance laws for each domain
covered by the component in its characteristic.

By this technique, commutators appears like special impedance operator,
nothing more. They can be easily included in our impedance matrix, and
the functional point will change alone depending on the voltage and
current values during the process. No need of ”if” instruction in the
program. It stills to find the adequat D function.



Various examples
Domain functions

Various functions are available, more or less easy to use. We show here
one solution, this course being not the location to detail this technique.
But it’s important to schow all the packages available to solve any
problems whatever their complexities.
One quite simple to use function is:

q

D[a±σ] =
1

β

[
1− atan

(
q − a

σ

)α]
(35)

β = 1.57079532. α is often equal to 8. If more than one parameter are
involved, the product implies that all domain function works on same
interval. So to manage the wanted parameter values, once have to use
scales on them. Let’s take an example.



Various examples
Domain functions

We program some fonction with a curvilinear coordinates and two
parameters v and t. First we look at the program when both parameters
are synchronized. Here two functions are multiplied.

What may becomes the curve if v and t wasn’t synchronized ?



Various examples
Domain functions

Now we delay the normalized function for parameter v and keep the
location for parameter t:

It gives the intersection between the two curves on t right border:



Various examples
Domain functions use example

We can benefit of the commutators modelling to show how to work in
the time domain using finite difference time domain technique. Then we
will do two examples: a MOS little power choper and a spark gap.
The method we will show is the simplest one, making finite difference in
the time domain. Imagine we want to solve next system: e = Z .f with

Z =

[
R0 + L1

d
dt −M d

dt

−M d
dt L2

d
dt + RL

]
Using finite difference for the time derivative, like: L d

dt i = L
ε (it+ε − it),

we can solve previous system in the time domain. ε is the elementary
time step (there are more efficient numerical schematics than the one we
use here. But it’s the simplest in the contexte of this course).
Now we detail this process.



Various examples
Domain functions use example

We set as hypothesis that e(t = 0) = 0 and ix(t = 0) = 0, ∀x . These are
the initial conditions. We look explicitely at current values for time step ε:{

e(ε) = R0i1(ε) + L1

ε (i1(ε)− i1(0))− M
ε (i2(ε)− i2(0))

0 = −M
ε (i1(ε)− i1(0)) + RLi2(ε) + L2

ε (i2(ε)− i2(0))

The system can be written:[
e
0

]
ε

+

[
L1

ε −M
ε

−M
ε

L2

ε

]
0

[
i1
i2

]
0

=

[
R0 + L1

ε −M
ε

−M
ε

L2

ε + RL

] [
i1
i2

]
ε

(36)

Time domain FDTD equation
Let’s take a look to each term of this equation. Often we write it:
Ta = Zab ib, where Ta is the source vector including past values stocked
through inductors and capacitors. Zab is the impedance operator matrix
where Laplace’s operator p is replaced by 1/ε.



Various examples
Time domain solution

In T :

T =

[
e
0

]
ε

+

[
L1

ε −M
ε

−M
ε

L2

ε

]
0

[
i1
i2

]
0

Second member reports the inductance element existing in Z , keeping
their sign. The operators are multiplied by the previous values of current.
So, if we write: Zab = Rab + 1

εLab, we can generalize previous equation:

Tab(nε) = eab(nε) +
1

ε
Lab ib([n − 1]ε) =

(
Rab +

1

ε
Lab

)
ib(nε) (37)

and finally:

ib(nε) =

(
Rab +

1

ε
Lab

)−1

Tab(nε) (38)



Various examples
Time domain solution: capacitors

How does it works for capacitors? Imagine some equation:

e =

(
R +

1

Cp

)
i

it becomes in the time domain:

e(t) = Ri(t) +
1

C

∫ t

0

dti(t)

after sampling:

e(Nε) = Ri(Nε) +
ε

C

N∑
n=0

i(nε)

and finally: (
R +

ε

C

)
i(Nε) = e(Nε)−

N−1∑
n=0

i(nε)



Various examples
Time domain solution: capacitors

We see that for capacitors, the sign changes and left term is the
summation from the beginning until the end of all the values of current
multiplied by ε/C .
Often the biggest error in sampling comes from discreet integrals. It’s
interesting to compute these integrals to use special functions available in
scientific libraries. These functions fit the set of points with some chosen
functions and after integrate analytically these functions, knowing their
primitive.
Many techniques help in time domain computation. As it is not the
purpose of this course, we won’t go farther in this exercise. We will just
give two major examples: a MOS switch and a spark gap.



Various examples
Time domain solution: MOS switch

We consider next circuit where edge 1 is a power supply (e,R0). Edge 2
is a MOS commutators. Edge 3 a capacitor and edge 4 a resistor.



Various examples
Time domain solution: MOS switch



Various examples
Time domain solution: Spark gap

A spark gap is a difficult component for modelling. It involves many
parameters like temperature, pressure, humidity, etc. Various tentatives
have been made to create equivalent circuits under SPICE, but none of
them give really satisfaction. That’s a domain where MKME formalism
can be many more efficient. Once more we will stay quite simple here,
just showing basic mechanisms. Readers will be capable after to try more
complex cases.
Basically, a spark gap is a commutator set on by a voltage apply on its
inputs, and set off from current decreasing. So a first domain makes its
impedance near to zero when apply voltage belongs to it. A second
domain makes it impedance very high when the current becomes too low.
Let’s program this case now! As the voltage can always be linked with a
current even in the commutation phase, we choose a simple domain
function like: exp (−αI ). The idea is to replace the switch on voltage by
the equivalent current obtained by: i = (V − Et)/Rdyn. Et is the
breakdown voltage for 1 µA current. Rdyn is the dynamic resistance of
the spar gap.



Various examples
Time domain solution: Spark gap



Various examples
Lines

We will now study a marvellous model created by Branin. We will see
after that this model can be used for many applications and cases, as
guided waves, antennas, etc. What’s the principle ? A structure that
conducted waves has one input and one output. So, its behavior should
be understandable from this ports. That’s the purpose of Branin’s model.
We represent the line only through its input and output ports. All the
information comes from the wave values on these ports.
In its mechanism, the Branin’s model reports the travelling waves on
each inputs. These travelling waves depends on what go into the line
from sources and reflective conditions. Using chord principle, it is
possible to use Branin’s model as two simple meshes in the Kron’s
formalism. This was the starting of many and powerful modellings in
EMC. We will consider here only lossless lines.



Various examples
Lines

Looking to this graph, we see a line with one input (edge 2), one output
(edge 3) connected to a source with its internal impedance (edge 1) and
a load (edge 4). Between the two edges of the line, a chord carries the
waves, symbolized by a dashed line with its time propagation τ = x/c .
Branin’s equations are: {

ζ2 = (V2 − Zc i3) e−τp

ζ3 = (V1 + Zc i2) e−τp
(39)



Various examples
Lines

These equations says that the forward voltage vi is the summation of the
voltage applied to the input of the line V1, to the current injected in the
line Zc i2. Same reasoning is made for the right of the line. The forward
wave is then delayed to generate ζ3 and the backward wave creates ζ2.
Looking to the system (39) and to the previous graph, we can replace V1

and V2 by their values depending on R0 and RL, i1 to i4 and the source
E1 we suppose to be applied on edge 1.

V1 = E1 − R0i1 V2 = RLi4

so that: {
ζ2 = (RLi4 − Zc i3) e−τp

ζ3 = (E1 − R0i1 + Zc i2) e−τp
(40)



Various examples
Lines

Looking at ratios e/i this system can be replaced by interaction
impedances. In the edge space, the impedance matrix of this graph is
given by:

Z =


R0 0 0 0
0 Zc −Zce

−τp RLe
−τp

−R0e
−τp Zce

−τp Zc 0
0 0 0 RL

 (41)

With the connectivity:

C =


1 0
1 0
0 1
0 1





Various examples
Lines

CTZC =

[
R0 + Zc (RL − Zc) e−τp

(Zc − R0) e−τp RL + Zc

]
But it stills to add the delayed source:

[
E1 0

]
→
[
E1 E1e

−τp ]
This impedance matrix associated with the delayed source is the
transposition of Branin’s model in Kron’s formalism.
We will program the case of a short circuited line, looking to its input
impedance.



Various examples
Lines



Three fields interactions
Three kind of fields

The field can be separated in two kinds: fields decreasing in 1/R and
others, R begin the distance between the emitter and the receiver. The
two first are near electric and magnetic fields. They are associated with
Coulomb’s law and reluctances. The direct Coulomb’s field is translate
through capacitors. The near magnetic field is computed through
reluctances. We have already study this model previously for
transformers. The capacitors are usually computed making q = CV .
The third kind of field is the far field decreasing as 1/R. An efficient way
to compute this field is to use the vector potential in the Coulomb’s
gauje. This field is transverse to the propagation line. Near fields are
partly parallel to this line but for the magnetic near field, can have
transverse components too.
The three kind of field being defined, it stills to find their coupling
impedance.



Local field interactions
Two basic phenomenons

Starting from the first Maxwell’s equation divE = ρε−1
0 , we can write it

under integral form: ∫∫
S

~E · ~ds =
q

ε0
(42)

giving the current source s relation in frequency: −ε0jω
(
~S · ~E

)
= s.

As − dφE

dt → −jωε0

(
~S · ~E

)
= jωε0

(
~S · Vh ~uh

)
= jωCV

When the electric field illuminates an object, it can be modelled by a
current source s with a capacitor as self impedance.
About the magnetic field, it creates an electromotive force:

e =

∫
C

~dC · ~E = −~S · jω~B ← −dφB
dt

(43)

This generator is in series with an inductance L = µSw−1. w is the width
of the receiver element.



Far field interactions
Electromotive forces

The far field is represented by the vector potential in the Coulomb’s
gauje:

A = µ
idx

4πR
e−jkR [~uc × (~ui × ~uc)] (44)

~ui is the normalized vector aligned on i , ~uc on the line joining the emitter
and the receiver. This field creates on receivers an electromotive force eA
such that:

eA = − ∂

∂t

∮
C

A · dC (45)

The product i .x can be called an electric impulse.



Field to line coupling
How to proceed for a line?

For cross talk with near lines or objects: this is done next slide.
For far field: all start looking to an elementary part dx of the line. Next
figure shows such a coupling with external field on a little part of the line,
inserted in a Branin’s structure.

The principle is to compute the reported forward wave generator on the
Branin’s extremities for a coupling on a little part dx of the line. Then to
integrate this contribution on all the line length L and height h. For
example for the magnetic coupling: the mesh current on dx , i(dx) is

defined by i(dx) = −phdxB (2Zc + Ldxp)−1 and gives:

eg (dx) = −Zc i(dx)e−τp, ed(dx) = Zc i(dx)e(τ−L/c)p



Field to line coupling
How to proceed for a line?

For the all line length, once have to integrate these contributions coming
from the external field (under the assumption that Ldx → 0 and the field
phase is equal on all the length):

eg = −Zc

∫ L

0

dx

(
phB

2Zc
e−

x
c p

)
(46)

Here we obtain:

eg =
chB

2

[
e−

L
c p − 1

]
(47)

This is for a matched line. At low frequencies, we should easily find:
eg = −phLB/2 with S = hL. Is it the same?
At low frequencies, i.e. p → 0, e−L/cp → 1− pL/c . Replacing in (47)
gives the low frequencies expression.



Field to line coupling
How to proceed for a line?

Now for a mismatched line, the forward wave must be multiplied by 2
and the transmitted energy is computed depending on the loads through
the reflection coefficient associated with these loads. In the Branin’s
structure, this is automatically taken into account. You just have to
report 2eg on the Branin’s edge on left and 2ed on right.
Following the same technique, all situations of field to wire coupling can
be quite easily insert in Branin’s structure as added generator to the
source vector: E = [E0,E0e

−τp + eg ].

General principle
is to previously compute the total constraints reported on the line
extremities, and to add them to the source vector.



Cross talk between lines: Vabre’s relations
In the Branin’s model, the forward wave is represented by
ei = (ψ1 + Zc i1) e−τp. The backward wave is given by:
er = (ψ2 − Zc i2) e−τp.
If we consider the system of two cross talked lines presented below:

As for the field to line interaction, we will add generators on Branin’s
edges in order to take into account the cross talked between the two
lines. First task is to find coupling coefficients for two matched lines.
That was done by Jean-Paul VABRE (France), saying: e2(p) = α(K+1)

4

(
1− e−2τp

)
ei (p)

s2(p) = −α(K−1)
2 τpe−τpei (p)

(48)



Cross talk between lines: Vabre’s relations

So we have to add on the left: 2e2(p) and on the right: 2s2(tp).
Knowing α = γ/(C + γ) and K = M/(Lα). L and C are the line
inductance and capacitance per meter. γ and M the cross talk capacitor
and mutual inductance between lines.
Looking at previous relations it gives (forward waves are not delayed): e2(p) = α(K+1)

2

(
1− e−2τp

)
[E0 + (Zc − R0) i1]

s2(p) = −α(K−1)
2 τpe−τp [E0 + (Zc − R0) i1]

(49)

All ratios ej/ik lead to a coupling impedance Zjk plus reported voltages
like

E0

(
−α (K − 1)

2
τpe−τp

)
Note that it can be important to take into account losses.



Cross talk between lines: Vabre’s relations



Cross talk between lines: Conclusion

Many other formulations are available. First and simplest consists in low
frequency circuit with lines seen as wires. This always can help to
determine the coupling volatges and currents until the line length is short
compare to the wavelength.
Techniques like ”BLT” can be insert in the Kron’s topology and matrices,
as S-parameters like we see next chapter.

Kron’s quite universal approach
Remember that Kron’s formalism is here to help you to write the problem
and to obtain its equations. Until now, no problem were discovered to
use various techniques inside Kron’s writing. From BLT, MoM, RCM,
S-parapmeter, T-chains, FEM, etc. The formalism can be used either to
study theoretically a physical problem or to mix techniques inside a
common and pretty single system.



Cavities
How to obtain modes?

In waveguides as cavities, modes can be developed for a given
polarization of field, in a 2D plan. Next figure shows a typical waveguide
with here three zones:

1. two zones where coupling process ocurres between the guided waves
and some object located in the waveguide to exchange energy with
the field and get it out.

2. one zone of mode propagation.



Cavities
How to obtain modes?

So our problem is to determine modes that can travel in the waveguide.
We will consider here lossless waveguides. Lossy ones can be treated but
ask for a little more effort. Now if we consider a propagation section
which doesn’t depend on the length (same section on all a given
structure). The problem is just to know how the field can be distributed
over this section. If we can imagine this distribution, d’Alembert’s
equation will give the dispersion coefficient pour this mode:

∂2F

∂u2
− 1

v2

∂2F

∂t2
= 0⇒ ∂2F

∂u2
− p2

v2
F = 0 (50)

F is some field, u a curvilinear coordinate, t the time and p the Laplace’s
operator.



Cavities
How to obtain modes?

If we consider next figure, we see that this equipment with printed circuit
board (PCB) inside can be decomposed in two major zones of guided
waves, cross talked by the open zone each side.

Each structure here can be considered as a stripline. For this structure as
for any others, we look at its characteristic impedance and group speed.
The characteristic impedance is the ratio between voltage of the electric
field work on the current coming from the magnetic one: Zc = Vi−1.
Another law says that the root of magnetic and electric energy is equal to

one:
√

Li2

CV 2 = 1⇒ Zc =
√

L
C .



Cavities
How to obtain modes?

Looking at the bottom line, if h1 is the distance between the floor and
the PCB, we can write:

L = µ
h1L

w
, C = ε0

wL

h1
⇒ Zc1 =

√
L
C

=
h1

w

√
µ0

ε0

As a stripline is open on each of its side, the electric field can follow the
distribution:

~E (x , y) = E0xy

{
Cos

(
nπ

y

w

)
~ux + Sin

(
mπ

x

h1

)
~uy

}
Before a very high frequency (when h1 → λ/2) the electric field can be

reduced to ~E (x , y) = E0xyCos
(
nπ y

w

)
~ux . For this case, replacing in (50)

gives the group speed:

vg = c

√
1− π2c2

w2 (2πf )2



Cavities
Waveguide model

At this step we have all to model the first waveguide structure: Zc , vg
using a Branin’s one. Saying that the same exercise was done for the
second waveguide structure, it stills to add the coupling impedance
between these two waveguides and other emitters or receivers.

General approach for coupling functions
If we consider two systems a and b, coupled through some function α/β
where α will be defined and β represents the efficiency of the coupling
mechanism. We can write its matrix impedance Z :

Z =

[
a α

β
α
β b

]
(51)

The problem is solved by: e = Zi and i = Z−1e.



Cavities
Waveguide coupling

[
i1
i2

]
=

1

∆

[
b −αβ
−αβ a

] [
e
0

]
(52)

with ∆ = ab − α2

β2 . Maximum of transmission is obtained if:

∆ = 0⇒ α = β
√
ab (53)

For example in case of a transformer,
√
ab =

√
L1L2p and β is the

coupling efficiency. It stills to compute β.

β is equal to the normalized scalar product of both flux (magnetic or
electric ones) comming from each system involved in the coupling
mechanism.



Cavities
Waveguide coupling

In our case that’s like if both striplines were aligned. Magnetic flux
coming from the first structure being less high and the lines being very
near, we can approximate:

β ≈ h1

h2

and so α = −β
√
L1L2p.

Now we can make next exercise: a slot on the box, first structure side
and centered makes penetrate an external field. We wonder what could
be the coupling on a track located on the PCB, second structure side?



Cavities
Equipment coupling

The problem can be resume as four primitive objects cross talked. First is
the slot, which is similar to a resonator (RLC: Zs) circuit. Second and
third are the two Branin’s structures (ZB1 and ZB2) for the two striplines.
Fourth is the track on the PCB (ZT ), a third Branin’s structure.
The work can be decomposed in three steps as usual:

1. make Zs ⊕ ZB1 ⊕ ZB2 ⊕ ZT directly in the mesh space or from the
edge one;

2. add interactions between them (between edges before
transformation or between meshes);

3. to solve the system and to extract the voltage on the track loads.



Cavities
Equipment coupling

It stills to compute the slot to first waveguide coupling function. That’s
typically the kind of calculus we are often called to make in EMC. Next
figure shows how we can approach the problem.

Saying the slot is short compared to the wavelength:

B(i , y) = µ0
2iLsy

4π
(
y2 + [ef /2]2

)3/2
, de = −dyLspB(i , y), e = ±

∫ h1

ep

de

ep is the box thickness, Ls the slot length, ef its width. The emf should be delayed to be

reported on Branin’s edge (in first approximation we neglect the delay associated with the slot lenght). A coupling impedance can be

defined.



Cavities
Equipment coupling



Cavities
Other available techniques: resonators

Another technique, classically used un hyperfrequency, represents the
cavity by a resonator. Each mode is modelled by a RLC circuit, matched
on the mode frequency. Then this circuit is coupled with the electronics
inserted inside the cavity. L and C components are determined through
energy equivalences. Li2 and CV 2 must match the electromagnetic
energy enclosed in the cavity. Then the resistance component is obtained
through the quality factor. For a parallelepipedic cavity fo dimensions
A, B, W the quality factor is given by:

Q =
3v

2Sδµr

[
1 +

3λ

16

(
1

A
+

1

B
+

1

W

)]−1

(54)

R can be obtained e.g. R = σ−1Z (Sδ)−1
, S = 2Z (X + Y ) + 2XY .

v is the cavity volume, S the surface of the walls, δ the skin depth (
√

2 (ωµσ)−1), µr the relative permeability.



Cavities
Other available techniques: resonators, RLC definition

For a TE110 mode, ~E = E0Sin (nπx/X )Sin (mπy/Y )~uz . The total
normalized electric energy stored in the cavity is:

WE =
ε0

2

∫
x

∫
y

∫
z

dxdydz [Sin (nπx/X )Sin (mπy/Y )]2 (uz)2

This leads to:

1

2
CV 2 =

1

2
CE 2

0 z
2 =

1

2
Cz2 =

ε0

8
XYz ⇒ C =

ε0

4

XY

z

Now knowing that f110 = c
2

√(
1
X

)2
+
(

1
Y

)2
, we obtain L:

L =
1

4π2f 2
110C

This must be computed for each mode. But it is possible to implement
some algorithm taking in charge this work, once the recurrence obtained,
starting from the first mode.



Cavities
Other available techniques: resonators, use

The resonator modelling has given the most accurate results than ever
obtained whatever the method (including 3D codes, etc.). That’s
perhaps because intrinsically the field behaves like a resonator when it
stills. Resonator are so easy to use and efficient technique. But Branin’s
one is better when many modes are to be covered.



Cavities
Other available techniques: From chain matrices

Under T-matrix technique, we make the assumption that we know some
relations between one port voltage and currents, and forward and
backward voltages waves; for example:[

V0

I0

]
=

[
1 1

Z−1
c Z−1

c

] [
V+

V−

]
(55)

We have also a second relation on the far end voltage and current:[
VL

IL

]
=

[
e−τp eτp

Z−1
c e−τp Z−1

c eτp

] [
V+

V−

]
(56)

Inverting (55) gives travelling waves depending on near end voltage and
current that we can replace in (56) to obtain a direct relation between far
end and near end voltages and currents:[

VL

IL

]
=

[
Cos (βL) −jZcSin (βL)

−jZ−1
c Sin (βL) Cos (βL)

] [
V0

I0

]
(57)



Cavities
Other available techniques: From chain matrices

Previous matrix is called a chain matrix:[
VL

IL

]
=

[
A B
C D

] [
V0

I0

]
↔ (V , I )L = T (V , I )0 (58)

It can be easily transformed in impedance matrix using:

Z =

 A
C

1
CDet (T )

1
C

D
C

 (59)

This impedance matrix can be after easily incorporated in the impedance
matrix operator of the Kron’s method. It can be an important way to
solve problems on lines, filters, etc. Pr Alain REINEIX has made
remarkable computation of cavity problems using this technique.



Cavities: F-matrix modelling

Inspired by previous technique of T-matrices, we can imagine to replace
travelling waves in volts by travelling waves in fields:

[
e2

k2

]
=

[
−pσ1 −pσ2 0 0 . . .

0 0 −pε0S1 −pε0S2 . . .

]


B1

B2

. . .
E1

E2

. . .


and the fields are created by sources (G are Green’s functions):

B1

B2

. . .
E1

E2

. . .

 =


µdxG1 0
µdxG2 0
. . . . . .
0 −pµdxCG1

0 −pµdxCG2

. . . . . .


[

i1
ψ1

]



Cavities: F-matrix modelling

Note that in this representation, the number of sources or targets can be
variable. If we write the first equation:[

e2

k2

]
= −p [ζ]

[
Bq

Eq

]
and the second one: [

Bq

Eq

]
= [Z]

[
i1
ψ1

]
Finally: [

e2

k2

]
= −p [ζ] [Z]

[
i1
ψ1

]
= [F ]

[
i1
ψ1

]
That’s the F-formulation. Contrary to the one in ”T”, it doesn’t need
inversion. But it needs to work in the complete space, including emf and
current sources.



Cavities
Other available techniques: S-parameters formulation

Imagine as represented below (for a single quadripole) that we make
S-parameters measurements. These are defined in given wave plans,
corresponding to edges, and for given cables of known characteristic
impedances.

This is equivalent to the graph:



Cavities: S-parameters formulation
First step is to transform S-matrix into Z one:

Z =
√
Zc (U + S) (U− S)−1

√
Zc (60)

Having Z defined here in the edge space, we have to make the direct sum
with external circuits and transform it in the mesh space, then to solve
the problem. Below is a result in comparison to measurement we have
obtain with Chaouki KASMI for a EUCAP2015 symposium paper. It was
the transfer function inside a real PC. Deviation in all the frequency band
was reduced to 16%.



EMC model for equipment
Principles

An EMC model for equipment must embed three EMC processes:

1. the conducted interactions through wires;

2. the far field radiation of the equipment;

3. the near field interaction it can share.

Next figure resume these elements:



EMC model for equipment
Principles

Far field can be partially extracted from EMC standard test in emissions,
in the frequency band where this radiation is seen.
Near electric field can be partially extracted from EMC standard test in
emissions, but there is a lack of accuracy on their location. Near field
scan is better, but very rarely made.
Near magnetic field can be sometimes extracted from an EMC standard
test in immunity, but as for the electric one, it’s better to make near
magnetic field scan to locate the field source. In both case for near fields,
the objective is to be able to attach some reluctance or susceptance on a
quite precise equipment location. This wil allow to predict interaction
with neighbors in the system.
For the conducted interactions, once need to know input impedance for
wide frequency band, or better, input circuit schematics allowing to make
non linear computations. This is always possible through some diakoptic.



EMC model for equipment
Input circuit for connectors

Behind each input of a connector, there is a complete electronic circuit.
But we want to resume it in some simple equivalent circuit, in order to
connect these inputs on wires for EMC computations. This is quite
similar to a Thèvenin’s process, created from the Branin’s one,
generalized whatever the frequencies. Let’s take a look to next figure:



EMC model for equipment
Input circuit for connectors

For the Branin structure, we know to have next impedance matrix:

Z =

[
R0 + Zc (RL − Zc) e−τp

(Zc − RO) e−τp RL + Zc

]
(61)

In our new topology (same Poincare’s characteristic: M = B − N + R
but 2 chords less), this matrix must be reduced to:

Z =

[
RO + ZR1 0

0 RL + ZR2

]
(62)

where ZR1 and ZR2 are the classical backward impedances in
hyperfrequency. To suppress the chords, we need to add two reported
generators: E ′ and E ′′. It means that we must verify (remember that
each time an index is repeated, it means that we must make the
summation on this index):

E ′

ZR2+RL
= Q2 = y2ueu

e−E ′′
ZR1+R0

= Q1 = y1ueu (63)



EMC model for equipment
Input circuit for connectors

Computing both previous terms we obtain, knowing
eu =

[
E0 E0e

−τp ]:
E ′ = (AR2 + RL) 2R0E0e

−τp 1
∆y

E ′′ = −E0

{
(ZR1 + R0)

[
RL

(
1− e−2τp

)
+ Zc

(
1 + e−2τp

)]
1

∆y
+ 1
}



EMC model for equipment
Input circuit for connectors

Behind each connector
pin we have some tracks, wires and electronics. We know now how to
model these links, even with tracks in high frequencies.

For simple and classical cases, Thèvenin’s model give us the technique to
reduce any input to one generator in series with some impedance. It stills
to add cross talks between inputs: the differential mode inputs as
previously we have modelled the common mode. The technique is
completely similar to the Vabre’s process. We report on the input mesh
(which is the input equivalent circuit) chords coming from generators
created by the current of opposite links. Each of these input meshes are
made of the equivalent input circuit and the Branin’s one of the cable
connected to the input. But differential mode can exist under real
impedances too and these can be also backward impedances for example.



EMC model for equipment
Input circuit for connectors

Considering a three pins connector input,
looking figure, we see the three meshes for
common mode and two meshes followed by
dashed lines for differential modes. Next
connectivity matrix gives all information to
describe this architecture in the mesh space:

C =



1 0 0 0 0
1 0 −1 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 1 1 0 −1
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1 1





EMC model for equipment
Near fields modelling

Near field cannot be defined before to have the complete coupled system.
Nevertheless, it is possible to identify possible source on the equipment
and to give the information of half interaction. If some structures able to
construct a capacitor with another located near of it is present on the
equipment, we can identify them as a first plate of an elementary
capacitor. Once the equipment embedded in some system environment,
it will possible to make edges with these capacitors, linked with another
plate in the environment.
It’s the same for magnetomotive forces existing in the equipment. Their
reluctances can be visualized and ready to be coupled with some others
in a given environment. In both cases - electric and magnetic - it’s clear
that the interaction can be completely defined once another object is put
close to the equipment, in interaction with the equipment.
In all cases, the source circuit much be detailed. When the near field
interaction will occurs, it will be so possible to completely predict its
action on the equipment working.



EMC model for equipment
Near fields modelling

On next figure we see two equipment with a magnetic near field
interaction available through two slots in the equipment boxes. Each
located circuit can be represented here by a single mesh. Between the
two meshes with their associated mmf, a chord takes in charge a mutual
inductance between the two circuits.



EMC model for equipment
Far field modelling

Far field modelling follows the same approach as for near one. The
source circuit is made of some generator in series with radiation
resistance. But if this kind of antenna is placed in reverberating
environment, the radiation resistance must be affected. This can be done
using same model as Branin’s one. The characteristic impedance
becomes the radiation one. If part of energy is returned back to the
antenna, Branin’s like generator of backward waves is added to take into
account this phenomenon.
The radiation resistance can be defined by:

Rrad =
2

η0πi20

∫ π

θ

∫ 2π

φ

dθdφD2E 2 (θ, φ) (64)

D is the radius where we look at the field amplitude.



EMC model for equipment
Far field modelling

The radiation resistance, like the radiation sphere can be separated in
various solid angle, each being face to face to different region of the
environment. If we consider the free space. It can be modelled by a
Branin’s structure where Ra is the free space radiation resistance, making:

Z =

[
2Ra 0

0 2Ra

]
(65)

and:
we =

[
E0 E0e

−τp ] (66)

τ is the delay until some point of observation at distance D with
τ = Dc−1. If the load (the terminal mesh) represents all the universe,
there is no losses in the transmission from the antenna. If it concerns
only a part of the radiation, some losses in β/D (by definition for the far
field) must appears. In this case, p must be written: p = α + jω, with

α = − c

D
ln

(
β

D

)



EMC model for equipment
Far field modelling

If we separate the sphere in two half spheres of radiation. If Ra = 75 Ω,
each half sphere is of radiations resistance s = 37, 5 Ω. Backward energy
given by components (six − six) e−τp is zero. It stills forward energy
given by:{

e2 = [e0 − (75 + s) i1 + si1] e−τp = [e0 − 75i1] e−τp

e3 = [e0 − (75 + s) i1 + si1] e−τp = [e0 − 75i1] e−τp



EMC model for equipment
Far field and other models

As before, the fact to use the Branin’s technique to model antennas
allows to take directly into account the environment influence on the
antenna radiation. It just implies to know the circuit that power supplies
the antenna.
To conclude two other models are very helpful: transfer impedance of
shielded cables and ICEM model.

Transfer impedance of shielded cables
The induced voltage Vi inside a cable through a current ie flowing on its
shield is given by: Vi = ZT ie
Under Kron’s formalism this is very easy to compute. One mesh is
devolved to the external domain (shield impedance plus impedances
between the shield and the ground plus the ground impedance), and
another to the internal domain (shield impedance plus internal loads plus
internal wire impedance). Between these two meshes, a coupling
impedance ZT is added.



ICEM model

ICEM (integrated circuit EMC model) was created to simulate large
integrated circuit (IC) from the EMC point of view. For one input output
it is made of:

I one noisy generator (IA for internal activity), determined from the
working activity of the IC;

I one capacitor (Cbulk) representing all the stored energy in all the
logic gates;

I one network (PDN: passive description network) representing the
output circuit from inside to outside the IC (bondings, etc.).



To solve a car problem

We imagine a car with two equipments connected inside. We imagine
also that these equipments take in charge the airbag activity. It includes
a sensor for mechanical chocs and a computer that make the airbag
explode.
The problem involves a sensor circuit, a microcontroler circuit, one line
(we don’t care of the other signals) and the car structure. We want to
predict if some external field coming from telecommunication system may
provoke the airbag activity.
To study this case we:

1. create the collection of PO;

2. construct the system without the car structure;

3. add the coupling functions and analyze its behavior under field;

4. add the car structure and analyze its behavior under field.



To solve a car problem
PO definition

Sensor Zs

The sensor is electrically made of an impedance which value depends on
mechanical chocs and a resistance in parallel.



To solve a car problem
PO definition

uControler ZuC

The microcontroler is simulated by an ICEM (integrated circuit EMC
model) model but for immunity. It includes the PDN (passive description
network) and a load representing the impedance of gates in the
microcontroler. The voltage developed across this resistance gives the
threshold of disturbances.



To solve a car problem
PO definition

Line Zb

A line make the link between the sensor and the microcontroler. It is
associated with a Branin’s model for the differential mode. Here it’s
simplest to model the line made of two wires above a ground plane. The
ground plane presence modify the characteristic impedance of the
differential line, but it stills possible to study it by a Branin’s structure.
By the fact, its impedance matrix is:

Zb =

[
Rl + Zc (Rd − Zc) e−τp

(Zc − Rg ) e−τp Rd + Zc

]
Rl and Rd being the left and right impedances coming from the sensor
and microcontroler networks.



To solve a car problem
first estimation in half free space

We consider a forward magnetic field, perpendicular to the car structure
direction. We can define the angle between the wire direction and the
structure axes at each curvilinear coordinate associated with the line
θ (u). The electromotive force induced by the field is given by:

e = ±p
∫
u

duh(u)Bi sin [θ (u)] e−τup (67)

The cable definition is given also by the function h(u) and θ(u), adding
to the characteristics Zc and τ .
Knowing that, we can begin to compute the immunity of this system for
a common mode assumption.



To solve a car problem
first estimation in half free space

In common mode we think that the return wire of the line uses the car
ground plane structure. Next figure represents this case. We consider the
magnetic field induction, perpendicular to the line.

To compute this case we consider next topology.



To solve a car problem
first estimation in half free space

From this topology we obtain next connectivity:

Cy =



1 1 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 −1 −1
0 0 0 1 1
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1


(68)

Impedance matrix can be firslty defined through:

Z =
[
Rc 1/(Ccp) Zc Zc Lup 1/(Cup) Mup 1/(Dup) Ru

]
and we make: (Cy )T [diag (Z )]Cy , having to add after the coupling
terms.



To solve a car problem: Coupling terms
In order to find the coupling impedance, we mus write Branin’s relations
between meshes here, because we add them after the egde to mesh
transformation: el =

([
Lup + 1

Cup

]
(i3 − i4 − i5)− Zc i3

)
e−τp

er =
(

1
Ccp

i1 + Zc i2
)
e−τp

(69)

From these relations we extract the coupling terms:

Z23 =
(
Lup + 1

Cup
− Zc

)
e−τp

Z24 = −
(
Lup + 1

Cup

)
e−τp

Z25 = −
(
Lup + 1

Cup

)
e−τp

Z31 = 1
Ccp

e−τp

Z32 = Zce
−τp

(70)



To solve a car problem
Construction of the system

Taking h(u) = h0 and θ(u) = π/2, with Bi = E0/c we obtain:

e = ∓h0E0

(
e−

1
c Llp − 1

)
Ll being the line length.
——————————————————————————



To solve a car problem
Differential mode case

Now we consider a more usual case in real life, which is the differential
case. The line is not connected directly to the ground plane of the car,
but follows it. We have to define so two common mode impedances to
this ground.
When we take a look to the structure of this system, we see that it is
similar to the previous one except that two branins must be added to
represent the common mode. Next figure shows this principle.



To solve a car problem
Differential mode case

Compare to the previous computation, we just have to make the direct
summation with two branins: Zprev ⊕ Zbran ⊕ Zbran, the to add meshes 10
and 11 and review coupling terms by the fact. Note that both meshes 10
and 11 are justified by Poincaré’s relation: M = B − N + R.
Coupling termes in branins must be added because in relations
(Vk − Zc im) e−τp, depending on the choixe of topology we have made,
Zc im is replaced by something like Zc (im + ia) where ia is an added mesh
for the differential mode. Sources are reported on common mode lines.
Same addition is necessary too for the coupling between the differential
impedances of previous network and new for the common lines and the
added meshes. These additionals terms have the form:

Zc ime
−τp

As the added meshes share the current flowing across the characteristic
impedances. For the common mode impedance of a floating line, we take
capacitors. One is higher than the other, coming from the board ground
planes of the electronics at each extremity.



To solve a car problem
Differential mode case



To solve a car problem
Complete car

We see that the common mode creates a resonance around 65 MHz. It
stills now to add the structure influence. Rather than to have the forward
field coupling directly with the line, there is an interaction with the car
structure. This means that the source is no more the field, but the field
embedded in the structure.



To solve a car problem
Complete car

We can limit the problem in our case to the first mode of the structure.
It’s a very open one of four meters per two meters length. First
resonance frequency is c/2

√
(1/4)2 + (1/2)2 = 83, 8 MHz. The

capacitor of such a cavity is given by ε0XY /(4z) ≈ 12 pF. Knowing C , L
is known (but be careful that for steel in low frequencies you have to
consider the relative permeability). We know by experience that the
quality coefficient is no more than 2 typically (due to the large windows).
It implies that R = Lω0/Q.
As the windows are very large compared to the cavity volume, we can
consider them as openers in parallel to the wall, it means to the
resistance in the resonator model. Their resonance is higher than the one
of the cavity. It allows to represent them by a simple RC model.
The source then can be described directly by hwE0 where hw is the far
external field. We have to calculate the coupling term between the added
mesh of the cavity with windows and the line. If y1, y2 are the location of
the lines, referenced to the floor center axe.



To solve a car problem
Complete car

We can make the assumption that the field inside the cavity is like:

Ez(x , y) =
Ri

z
Cos

(
π
yk
Y

)
Sin
(
π
x

X

)
(71)

(yk is the coordinate following y of each line). The initial electric field
across the window is the voltage gradient. As V = Ri , i being the RLC
network circuit, Ri/z is the initial electric field. Now as −pBy = −∇xEz

we find:

By =
Rπi

pzX
Cos

(
π
yk
Y

)
Sin
(
π
x

X

)
The emf is given by: e = ±ph0

∫
u
duBy (x)e−τp, finally:

e = ±h0Rπ

zX
Cos

(
π
yk
Y

)∫
x

dxSin
(
π
x

X

)
e−

x
c p (72)



To solve a car problem
Complete car

Considering the extremities of the line inside the car to coordinates x1, x2

in x we find after integration of e:

e

i
= ±h0Rπ

zX
Cos

(
π
yk
Y

) 1

2j

[
1

ζp

(
eζpx2 − eζpx1

)
+

1

ζm

(
e−ζmx2 − e−ζmx1

)]
with ζp =

(
j πX −

p
c

)
and ζm =

(
j πX + p

c

)
.

This gives the interaction impedances to add between the cavity network
and the branins of the common mode lines.



To solve a car problem
Complete car



To solve a car problem
Complete car



Conclusion to the MKME technique

Through the MKME method (modified Kron’s method pour EMC) you
will be able to:

I make theoretical studies of systems

I make EMC prediction of systems

I work on EEA justifications and computations

I program mixed numerical methods inside a single software

I make experience plan to determine major parameters in effects

I develop powerful non linear models

I etc.,etc.,etc.

the only question is: when will you start?



To go further in theory: second geometrization

Before to end this course, we have to introduce some more concepts for
those who may be attracted to go further in network geometrization.
We have seen that finally, any system can be represented by some
matricial equation in the mesh space:(

Uµµ +Dµµ
)
eµ = Zµν (Qν + Jν) (73)

This can be seen as a general vector of functions, eventually non linear
writing:

ψ (Zµν [Qν , Jν ] , eµ) = 0

Now we can consider this vector of functions with components ψk as a
parametrized surface of parameters Qν . So we can assimilate them with
coordinates xν . This allows to define basis vectors b(ν) of coordinates:

b(ν) =
∂ψk

∂x (ν)



To go further in theory: second geometrization

With this base, we can define a metric through:

Gαβ = 〈bα,bβ〉 (74)

As each vector bν is an impedance, G is in Ω2, which is very interesting
because, if we take a look to:

ds2 = Gαβx
αxβ (75)

it implies that x is in ampere as ψ is in volt and so L =
√
ds2 is in volt.

This has a deep physical meaning. One between others is that the lesser
action gives a distance in volt, and it’s true that nature tries to reduce
the potential whenever possible.
The covector made of the basis vector is similar to the jacobian: J = bν .
Any system can be represented in that case by a set (named a tenfold ŭ)
of three kinds of objects: connectivies (C), metric or jacobian (G , J ) and
sources (T ).



Multiphysic and evolution: just an introduction

Coupling various networks (electric one, thermal one, mechanical one)
it’s quite easy using the MKME to make multiphysic applications. It
leads to various tenfold ŭ. We1 have defined an algebra for these objects.
In particular we have created transformers t̆ that applied to tenfold allow
to change their elements.
Once this defined, we can use gamma matrices γ made of transformers
to translate the evolution of any system. A tenfold ŭ0 at time t0 can
evolve to tenfold ŭ1 or ŭ2 with bayesian probabilities P1 or P2 writing:

I (ŭk) = γk0I (ŭ0) (76)

With I an information vector which components are the tenfold at a
given time. Evolution of I is governed by game theory.
This coupling between second geometrization applied on MKME and
game theory is called 2xTAN method.

1: these works are conducted with Pr. Alain REINEIX from Xlim


